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CONCEPT DIAGRAM

OUR ENERGY TRANSFORMS AS WE LIVE FOR OTHERS. THE TRANSFORMATION BEGINS AS A STATIC SOURCE OF ENERGY, THEN UNRAVELS AS WE SACRIFICE FOR OTHERS, UNTIL WE'VE GIVEN EVERYTHING, WE ARE NEXT BUILT BACK UP AS A RESULT OF OUR ACTIONS, AND FINALLY WE'VE BECOME A GROWING POSITIVE SOURCE OF ENERGY. THIS ILLUMINATING CYCLE IS VIRTUALLY NEVERENDING.
PARTI DIAGRAM

Final growing source of energy (3" cube, LPanels)

Division between the beginning and end of each cycle (Panel w/ notch)

Beginning static source of energy (45° stairs, 3" panel)

Energy is lost as we sacrifice for others (cubes, ramps)

We are built back by the effects of our actions (30/60° stairs)

The skeleton of our energy after giving everything (rods)